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Nonhuman Primate Models of Addiction
and PET Imaging: Dopamine System
Dysregulation
Robert W. Gould, Linda J. Porrino and Michael A. Nader

Abstract This chapter highlights the use of nonhuman primate models of cocaine
addiction and the use of positron emission tomography (PET) imaging to study the
role of individual differences in vulnerability and how environmental and pharmacological variables can impact cocaine abuse. The chapter will describe studies
related to the dopamine (DA) neurotransmitter system, and focus primarily on the
D2-like DA receptor, the DA transporter and the use of fluorodeoxyglucose to
better understand the neuropharmacology of cocaine abuse. The use of nonhuman
primates allows for within-subject, longitudinal studies that have provided insight
into the human condition and serve as an ideal model of translational research. The
combination of nonhuman primate behavior, pharmacology and state-of-the-art
brain imaging using PET will provide the foundation for future studies aimed at
developing behavioral and pharmacological treatments for drug addiction in
humans.
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1 Introduction
Drug dependence remains a consistent societal problem resulting in deleterious
consequences on an individual’s health, work, and family that resonates throughout
communities worldwide and bears with it an overwhelming financial burden (WHO
2004). In the United States alone, over 20 million people over the age of 12 met the
DSM-IV criteria for drug abuse or dependence in 2008 (translating into nearly 1 in
every 15 people; SAMHSA 2009) including 1.6 million cocaine users (SAMHSA
2010). Within the European Union, 56% of all countries reporting on cocaine
trends documented increases (WHO 2004). Although numerous advances have
been made to improve our understanding of addiction including effectively demonstrating addiction is a brain disease, treatment for numerous addictions,
including psychostimulant abuse have remained elusive. Development of successful treatment relies on a strong understanding of the neurobiological etiology of
addiction. The goal of the current review is to describe the influence of environmental, physiological, and pharmacological factors contributing to changes in the
dopamine (DA) neurotransmitter system across various correlates of the addiction
cycle including vulnerability, maintenance, abstinence, and relapse to cocaine
addiction, as assessed via positron emission tomography (PET) imaging in nonhuman primate (NHP) models.

1.1 Positron Emission Tomography and Dopamine
Neurotransmission
PET is an imaging technique used to visualize and quantify the interaction of a
radiolabelled molecule of known structure within an organism in a noninvasive
manner. The present focus will be the utility of PET neuroimaging to characterize
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the DA neurotransmitter system and its malleability following physiological,
environmental, or pharmacological manipulations in NHPs. Briefly, the DA system is comprised of four neuronal pathways originating from midbrain nuclei with
projections to various brain structures (see Beaulieu and Gainetdinov 2011 for
review). The nigrostriatal pathway innervates the dorsal striatum (caudateputamen) and is involved in motor control. The mesolimbic pathway projects to
the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens) and other limbic structures including the
amygdala, hippocampus, and cingulate gyrus and mediates actions related to
reward, reinforcement, emotion, and motivation. The mesocortical pathway
innervates frontal cortical regions and is implicated in learning and memory.
Lastly, the tuberoinfundibular pathway projects to the hypothalamus and influences anterior pituitary gland function. Dysregulation of the mesencephalic DA
system through neurodegeneration or pharmacological insult can contribute to a
number of disease states in addition to Parkinson’s Disease, including depression,
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), schizophrenia, and addiction (for
reviews see Vallone et al. 2000; Beaulieu and Gainetdinov 2011).
There are two superfamilies of DA receptors, the D1-like and D2-like G-protein
coupled-receptors, originally distinguished by their ability to stimulate and inhibit
adenylyl cyclase activity, respectively. D1-like receptors are primarily located
postsynaptically whereas D2-like receptors are located pre- and post-synaptically
functioning as autoreceptors as well as post-synaptic effectors. There are currently
no D1-like PET studies in NHP models of cocaine abuse. The D2-like superfamily
consists of D2, D3, and D4 receptor subtypes, which have been investigated in PET
studies with [18F]N-methylspiperone (NMSP), [11C]raclopride and [18F]fluoroclebopride (FCP), among other tracers. Much of our research utilizes [18F]FCP,
which binds with high affinity at D2-like receptors (Mach et al. 1996) to allow
examination DA-rich region such as the basal ganglia (Fig. 1a). As it relates to
cocaine addiction, the D3 receptor subtype has received recent attention because its
expression is limited to limbic regions. However, D3 receptor-selective radioligands have only recently become available for PET studies and will not be
described in this review. Also located on presynaptic DA nerve terminals are DA
transporters (DAT) that function to transport synaptic DA intracellularly, where it
can be repackaged in vesicles through the action of the vesicular monoamine
transporters (VMAT) or degraded by catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT; for
reviews see Vallone et al. 2000; Beaulieu and Gainetdinov 2011), although the
main pathway for intracellular DA catabolism is mediated by monoamine oxidase
(MAO; Kopin 1985). In this review, we will describe studies using [18F](+)-N(4-fluorobenzyl)-2b-propanoyl-3b-(4-chlorophenyl)tropane (FCT) and [18F]-[8-(2fluoroethyl)-2b-carbomethoyx-3b-(4-chlorophenyl)nortropane] (FECNT) to label
the DAT. PET studies examining VMAT and COMT will not be reviewed.
Another utility for PET imaging is the in vivo investigation of the consequences
of dopaminergic activity in the central nervous system using tracers that can measure blood flow or energy use, as a means of measuring neural activity. [15O]H2O for
example, is a marker of blood flow and can be used to characterize the acute effects
of a pharmacological stimulus. Another tracer is [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
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Fig. 1 PET imaging in NHPs. FCP binding to D2-like receptors in the basal ganglia of an
anesthetized monkey (a), FDG uptake occuring over 40 min of responding maintained by 190-g
pellet delivery measuring cerebral glucose utilization in cortical and subcortical regions (b), and
corresponding MR. c Each scan occurred in a single rhesus monkey; a caudate nucleus;
b putamen; c thalamus; d anterior cingulate cortex; e insular cortex; f temporal cortex; g occipital
cortex; top horizontal; bottom coronal slices

which is an analog of glucose, the sole energy substrate in the brain under normal
conditions. Increased rates of uptake of FDG reflect increases in local energy use
and, in turn, functional activity. These methods are intended for the evaluation of
manipulations that occur over relatively short time frames (e.g., drug administration
or brief behavioral task) with changes in rates of glucose utilization calculated by
comparison to scans obtained during baseline conditions. For example, Fig. 1b
highlights FDG uptake in cortical and subcortical regions in a rhesus monkey.
FDG was administered prior to the start of a baseline motor task. Following 40 min
of behavior during which each response resulted in pellet delivery, the monkey was
sedated and FDG uptake was examined via PET. In addition, FDG methods can be
used to assess differences in basal brain glucose metabolism associated with disease
states or phenotypes. Altered basal rates of glucose utilization generally have longer
time courses (hours, days, and weeks), and reflect intrinsic and ongoing changes in
brain activity representing the cumulative effects of experience with the internal and
external milieu (e.g., Borghammer et al. 2010). For a more comprehensive list of
PET radiotracers targeting the DA and serotonin systems and their contributions to
the field of addiction studies in NHPs see Howell and Murnane (2011).
Cocaine is a psychomotor stimulant that binds with near equal affinity to the
DAT, serotonin and norepinephrine transporter (SERT and NET, respectively) but
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its reinforcing effects are thought to be mediated mainly through DAT blockade,
and subsequent elevations of extracellular DA, as first evidenced by in vivo
microdialysis studies in rodents (Di Chiara and Imperato 1988). Radiolabelled
cocaine ([11C]-cocaine) was tested in baboons in the late 1980s, showing substantially higher binding in DAT-rich striatal regions, thus providing a noninvasive
method for visualizing the binding site for cocaine within the CNS (Fowler et al.
1989). Further, [11C]-cocaine receptor availability in striatum decreased following
pretreatment with unlabeled cocaine and other DAT inhibitors, but not administration of NET or SERT inhibitors providing evidence of predominately DATspecific binding (Fowler et al. 1989). Other displacement studies have involved
administering compounds known to elevate DA during a PET study with a tracer
that competes with DA. In one example using FCP (Mach et al. 1997), several
psychomotor stimulants (including cocaine) displaced the tracer in the basal
ganglia (caudate nucleus and putamen) in an orderly fashion similar to DA elevations seen in microdialysis studies. In addition, Kimmel et al. (2008) noted an
inverse relationship between reinforcing effects of cocaine analogs, quantified as
the peak number of injections during self-administration (SA), and the time to
peak uptake of the same [11C]-labeled cocaine analogs. Together, these studies
demonstrated the binding site of cocaine within the CNS, biodistribution and
pharmacokinetic differences between psychostimulants, and correlations of PET
with behavioral measures to provide data relevant to understanding abuse liability
and pharmacotherapeutic development for potential DAT inhibitors (see Murnane
and Howell 2011).

1.2 Nonhuman Primates as Research Subjects
The development of new imaging modalities has made in vivo small animal
imaging using rodents an exciting line of research. For this review, however,
we will focus only on PET imaging research utilizing NHPs. As it relates to
translational research, NHPs are more phylogenetically related to humans and,
along with baboons, Old World macaques (rhesus, Macaca mulatta, and cynomolgus, M. fascicularis) are the closest relatives of humans approved for biomedical research in the United States. Macaques have close homology to humans
in terms of developmental and aging processes, neurotransmitter distribution, and
complex social and cognitive behavioral repertoires (see Weerts et al. 2007 for
review). For example, humans and NHPs share greater than 95% overall gene
homology and greater than 98% homology in monoaminergic transporters
(Hacia et al. 1998; Miller et al. 2001). Further, documented differences in DA
neuron innervation (Berger et al. 1991; Joel and Weiner 2000) and affinity of DA
for receptors between monkey and rodent (Weed et al. 1998) may be indicative of
other differences in drug biodistribution, pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic
interactions within the DA system (e.g., Lyons et al. 1996; Roberts et al. 1999; Lile
et al. 2003). Using animal models with neurotransmitter distribution and receptor
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localization resembling that in humans is critical when using PET imaging to
generalize preclinical results to the human condition (Nader and Czoty 2008).
An additional advantage of NHP research is the ability for longitudinal study
designs within a laboratory setting. Baseline behavioral, neurochemical, and
hormonal measures can be correlated with changes following an experimental
manipulation (e.g., chronic drug administration) while controlling for such factors
as stress and nutrition over many years. As it relates to drug addiction, the longer
the history of drug exposure, the stronger the face validity of the animal model.
NHPs have an extensive and complex behavioral repertoire. Macaques form a
linear social hierarchy that can be quantified by measuring the number of agonistic
interactions between monkeys (e.g., Kaplan et al. 1982). Typically, the most
dominant monkey aggresses toward all other animals and has access to the largest
allotment of resources whereas the most subordinate monkey does not aggress,
submits and avoids more dominant monkeys, spends more time alone, and has less
access to resources. We describe this continuum as one in which the living
conditions of dominant monkeys can be considered an enriched environment
while subordinate monkeys are exposed to an environment of chronic social
stress. This continuum allows an examination of how social and environmental
variables (i.e., acute or chronic stress and enrichment) affect neuroendocrine function (Czoty et al. 2009a; Riddick et al. 2009) or neurobiology influencing vulnerability to self-administer drugs (Morgan et al. 2002; Czoty et al. 2004; Nader and
Czoty 2005). These studies provide direct translational applicability toward understanding how social stressors may influence the propensity to initiate drug use,
relapse during abstinence, or conversely, positively influence sustained abstinence.
Another advantage presented by NHP models is their capacity for learning
complex cognitive tasks similar to those administered to humans. Human cocaine
abusers show signs of cognitive impairments on tasks measuring strategic planning, such as the ability to withhold or modify a behavioral response, working
memory and measures of impulsivity (Fillmore and Rush 2002; Bolla et al. 2004;
Hester and Garavan 2004; Goldstein et al. 2007, 2010); similar impairments have
been shown in monkeys following cocaine SA (Liu et al. 2008, 2009; Porter et al.
2011). Cognitive impairments have been hypothesized to perpetuate a cycle of
compulsive drug use and increase the prevalence of relapse (Goldstein and
Volkow 2002; Koob and Volkow 2011). Therefore, understanding when (duration
or dose) and how (neurobiological alterations) cocaine affects executive function is
integral in developing effective treatment strategies. Longitudinal studies examining cognitive performance in monkeys allows for the assessment of environmental (e.g., stressors) or pharmacological agents that can be assessed using PET
(e.g., Porrino et al. 2005; Hampson et al. 2009, 2011).
Often overlooked until recently, sex differences are emerging as an important
variable in preclinical (e.g., Lynch 2006; Terner and de Wit 2006) and clinical
settings (Zilberman et al. 2003; O’Brien and Anthony 2005; Greenfield et al.
2010). Similar to humans, female macaques have a *28 day estrous cycle marked
by similar fluctuations in hormone levels, notably those of estrogen and progesterone (e.g., Dukelow et al. 1979). Influence of hormones on various drug-related
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behaviors (e.g., reinforcing or discriminative stimulus effects) and effects of drugs
on hormonal regulation are empirical questions beginning to be delineated (see
Mello and Mendelson 2009; Evans and Foltin 2010 for reviews). For example, the
relationship between menstrual cycle phase and D2-like receptor availability has
been examined in women, with three different results. Using [18F]NMSP, Wong
et al. (1988) observed a trend toward lower striatal uptake during the follicular
versus luteal phase, indicating either lower D2-like receptor densities or higher
striatal DA concentrations during the follicular phase. In a second study from this
group, [11C]raclopride binding potential was lower in the putamen (but not caudate
nucleus or ventral striatum) in women during the luteal versus follicular phase
(Munro et al. 2006). In contrast, Nordström et al. (1998) observed no menstrualcycle dependent variation in [11C]raclopride availability in the putamen of five
women. Of course, there are many factors that could influence D2-like measures,
so it is not surprising that in different populations of women, the interaction
between menstrual cycle phase and D2-like receptor availability is complicated.
In experimentally na€ıve female macaques, though, the relationship was quite
straightforward and orderly (Czoty et al. 2009b). In that study using a withinsubjects design in which seven female cynomolgus monkeys were scanned in the
follicular and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle, D2-like receptor availability
using [18F]FCP was significantly lower during the follicular phase compared to the
luteal phase. As will be described in greater detail, D2-like receptor availability is
intimately related to vulnerability to self-administer drugs of abuse.

1.3 Animal Models
There are several advantages to using animal models, including the ability to
perform experiments that are ethically or practically impossible in humans.
For example, as it relates to addiction, the use of animal models allows for imaging
the brain of individuals prior to any drug exposure, so as to permit the assessment
of trait variables (i.e., whether that brain measure represents a pre-existing characteristic that is predictive of an outcome) and state variables (i.e., whether the
independent variable was associated with a change in brain function; see Nader
and Czoty 2005 for further discussion). Before discussing animal models of
cocaine addiction and brain imaging studies, it is worthwhile to first describe the
types of animal models (see also Katz and Higgins 2003).
At its simplest level, there are two methods for animals to receive drugs of
abuse: non-contingent, i.e., administered by the experimenter, or contingent, i.e.,
self-administered by the animal. The choice of methods depends on the research
question. If the researcher simply wants to know where in the brain a drug is binding,
then non-contingent administration will suffice. This has been used with great
success as part of ligand-development studies. However, if the researcher wants to
understand the role of environment, the organism’s phenotype and environment x
organism interactions mediating drug abuse, then contingent drug SA studies are
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necessary. Differences in response to contingent vs. non-contingent cocaine include
the pattern and magnitude of DA efflux measured via microdialysis (Bradberry 2000;
Lecca et al. 2007), HPA axis responsivity (Galici et al. 2000), and lethality (Dworkin
et al. 1995), supporting the notion that addiction is more complex than just neurobiological changes resulting from drug-receptor interactions. In humans, drug abuse
is a chronic condition, such that long-term SA studies in NHPs provide a homologous
model. Equally important, SA paradigms allow animals to self-administer at rates
and intakes that provide an index of individual differences, in contrast to fixed
experimenter-administered regimens that may affect neurobiology differently.
The distinction between contingent and non-contingent drug administration can
also be considered in terms of models of ‘‘formal equivalence’’ (Carlton 1983).
As described by Katz and Higgins (2003), these are models developed to simulate
a specific symptom of the human disease. In short, these types of models have
established ‘‘face validity’’—the endpoint in animals resembles some aspect of the
human condition. Chronic drug administration impacts on receptors in the brain,
resulting in (perhaps) long-term changes in brain function that can be modeled in
animals and imaged using the same instruments as those used for humans. In terms
of face validity, as will be described below, chronic drug administration is certainly more relevant to human addiction than, for example, acute drug treatments,
but SA has higher face validity than non-contingent drug administration.

2 Models of Cocaine Addiction and DA Receptor Function
Drug SA models have been used for decades to examine the reinforcing effects of
compounds (e.g., Woolverton and Nader 1990; Mello and Negus 1996), including
examination of potential pharmacotherapies. Animal drug SA resembles human
drug use (Griffiths et al. 1980) and produces parallel neurobiological effects
(e.g., Beveridge et al. 2008; Everitt et al. 2008). For example, in monkeys, chronic
cocaine SA induced long-lasting changes in the mesolimbic DAergic system
(Moore et al. 1998; Letchworth et al. 2001; Nader et al. 2002, 2006; Porrino et al.
2007) and altered cerebral blood flow, metabolism, and function (Lyons et al.
1996; Beveridge et al. 2006) in a manner similar to what has been observed in
human cocaine users (Strickland et al. 1993; Volkow et al. 1993).

2.1 Models of Vulnerability
As mentioned above, perhaps the best use of animals, including NHPs, in models
of addiction involves assessing phenotypic traits that render an individual more or
less vulnerable to addiction. Currently, among the best examples of the use of
imaging to study trait variables have involved vulnerability to drug abuse in
relation to the DA D2-like receptor. In humans, Volkow et al. (1999) reported an
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inverse relationship between D2-like receptor availability and subjective effects of
intravenous methylphenidate (MP). In that study, 23 non-drug abusing males were
scanned with [11C]raclopride in a drug-free condition, and at another time were
administered MP and asked to rate its subjective effects. Volkow et al. (1999)
found that men with lower D2-like binding potentials found MP ‘‘pleasant’’, while
men with higher D2-like binding potentials found the same dose to be ‘‘noxious’’.
This suggests that individuals with low D2-like receptor availability would be
more vulnerable to stimulant abuse than individuals with high D2-like measures.
This same inverse relationship was observed in male rhesus monkeys (Nader et al.
2006). In that study, 12 experimentally na€ıve monkeys were scanned with
[18F]FCP and then trained to respond on a lever maintained by banana-flavored
food pellets. When responding was stable, the reinforcer was changed from
banana-flavored pellets to 0.2 mg/kg intravenous cocaine. Over the first 10 weeks
of exposure, cocaine-maintained responding was higher in monkeys with lower
D2-like receptor measures compared to monkeys with higher baseline D2-like
receptor availability. Taken together, these two findings support the hypothesis
that low D2-like receptor availability makes individuals more vulnerable for
stimulant abuse. The use of NHP models in the latter study controlled for many
variables that exist in humans, such as past drug use, stress, etc. However, the use
of NHPs can also be used to determine if these D2-like receptor measures are
malleable to environmental and pharmacological variables.
If D2-like receptor availability influences vulnerability, can these levels be
modified (increased or decreased) before exposure to cocaine and thereby alter
vulnerability? The answer appears to be ‘‘yes’’. In one study, baseline PET scans
were conducted in individually housed male cynomolgus monkeys prior to random
placement in social groups of four monkeys/pen (Morgan et al. 2002). As mentioned above, macaques form linear hierarchies, with the most dominant monkeys
(#1) winning all fights, being groomed more, having access to the entire pen, etc.,
while the most subordinate monkeys (#4) being the target of most aggression, they
are groomed least and are frequently used as a model of socially derived stress.
Morgan et al. (2002) reported no relationship between initial D2-like receptor
measures and eventual social rank, indicating that D2-like receptor availability is
not a trait marker for social rank. However, D2-like receptor availability changed
significantly after stable social hierarchies were formed and the change occurred in
the dominant monkeys. On average, D2-like receptor availability increased by
20% after monkeys became dominant. This increase in D2-like receptor availability subsequently protected the monkeys from the initial reinforcing effects of
cocaine (Morgan et al. 2002). In fact, not only did subordinate monkeys, who had
the lower D2-like receptor measures, self-administer cocaine at higher rates
compared to dominant animals, the dominant monkeys, with their elevated D2-like
receptors, didn’t find cocaine reinforcing. These two monkey studies highlight an
important role for D2-like receptors in vulnerability to cocaine abuse and suggest
viable targets for pharmacotherapy development.
An important consideration that will require much future research involves the
use of female subjects. The human and monkey research described above involved
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males. We have recently replicated the findings above using initially individually
housed female cynomolgus monkeys who were then randomly assigned to social
groups of four monkeys/pen. We found similar results with D2-like receptor
availability as seen in males—D2-like receptors at baseline were not trait markers
for eventual social rank, but these measures increased significantly in females who
became dominant. However, the relationship between D2-like receptor availability
and vulnerability to cocaine reinforcement was opposite. Dominant females, with
higher D2-like receptor measures, acquired cocaine reinforcement at lower doses
compared to subordinate females who had low D2-like receptor availability (Nader
et al. under review). These findings suggest that treatment strategies that target the
D2-like receptor should be opposite in males and females. For example, drugs that
increase D2-like receptor availability would be hypothesized to be effective in
males, but would likely fail in females. Clearly, more research involving females is
required to validate this conjecture.

2.2 Models of Maintenance
Drug addiction is characterized as a chronic, relapsing condition. Thus, it is
imperative for our animal models to incorporate long-term chronic drug administration. The use of NHPs is particularly advantageous in this regard, because
monkeys can be used in intravenous drug SA studies for many years, and can selfadminister extremely high doses of drug that better model the human condition
compared to rodent models. In male monkeys, we found that long-term cocaine SA
produced robust decreases in D2-like receptor availability as assessed with
[18F]FCP and PET (Nader et al. 2006). The mechanism(s) for this reduction in
D2-like receptor availability may be (1) receptor down-regulation, (2) elevations
in extracellular DA concentrations or (3) both. Without additional studies, it is
impossible to determine which mechanism mediates the effects we are observing.
There have been, however, several studies by multiple groups that can provide
important information related to the mechanisms involved in the reductions in
D2-like availability. Our group has conducted terminal in vitro receptor autoradiography studies confirming that level of protein (i.e., D2-like receptor density) is
significantly lower in monkeys with a cocaine SA history compared to control
monkeys (Moore et al. 1998; Nader et al. 2002). Concerning the second possible
mechanism, acute cocaine elevates extracellular DA (Czoty et al. 2000), and acute
methamphetamine reduced the apparent affinity of [11C]-raclopride (Doudet and
Holden 2003) consistent with increased interstitial DA levels, but it is unlikely that
chronic cocaine SA produces long-lasting elevations since Bradberry (2000)
reported within-session tolerance to cocaine-induced elevations in DA. Another
method used in conjunction with PET imaging is the co-administration of a ‘‘cold’’
compound that can reduce extracellular DA concentrations, thereby increasing the
likelihood that the assessment of receptor availability will occur under conditions
of low competition with DA. Using baboons, Dewey et al. (1992) conducted
two studies in the same animal on the same day to investigate GABA-mediated
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inhibition of DA release. The first PET study of the day was a baseline measure of
D2-like receptor availability using [11C]raclopride. The second PET study was
preceded by administration of either the benzodiazepine lorazepam or the indirectacting GABA agonist gamma-vinyl-GABA (GVG); both compounds should
decrease extracellular DA concentrations. Consistent with their hypothesis,
administration of lorazepam and GVG increased D2-like receptor availability by
nearly 50 and 30%, respectively. The PET studies showing reductions in D2-like
availability following cocaine SA included the use of lorazepam in order to
decrease DA concentrations (Nader et al. 2006).
Up to this point, we could summarize our findings as follows: in males, low
D2-like receptor availability appears to increase vulnerability to cocaine abuse
and that continued cocaine use results in further decreases in D2-like receptor
availability, perhaps developing a spiral cycle toward addiction (Koob and Le Moal
2000). Another question that can be explored with PET involves ‘‘drug seeking’’ vs.
‘‘drug taking’’. Volkow et al. (1993) noted that there was no relationship between
D2-like receptor function and her subjects’ typical cocaine dose, but there was a
significant correlation between D2-like binding potential and duration of cocaine
use. To better explore this relationship, we conducted a study in 12 experimentally
na€ıve male rhesus monkeys in which baseline D2-like receptor availability and DAT
availability was determined in all monkeys prior to cocaine access (Czoty et al.
2007). Monkeys were then trained to self-administer cocaine under a very lean
schedule of reinforcement—a fixed-interval 30 min schedule of 0.03 mg/kg cocaine.
The cocaine dose was low and the contingency was such that the first response after
30 min resulted in a cocaine injection; sessions ended after 2 injections. Thus,
monkeys were ‘‘drug seeking’’ every day, but were not self-administering very high
doses. Monkeys self-administered cocaine under these conditions for approximately
9 weeks and were then rescanned. The mean cocaine intake over that time was
approximately 5 mg/kg. There were no effects of cocaine SA on D2-like or DAT
availability in the caudate nucleus and putamen—two regions that have been shown
to be sensitive to environmental and pharmacological manipulations (e.g., Morgan
et al. 2002; Czoty et al. 2005; Nader et al. 2006). Such findings suggest that during
acquisition, the pharmacological effect of cocaine, and not drug seeking per se, is the
critical determinant of decreases in D2-like receptor availability.
Howell and colleagues have extended the use of PET to examine relationships
between receptor occupancy and the ability of drugs to decrease cocaine SA
(e.g., Lindsey et al. 2004; Howell et al. 2007). In one study (Lindsey et al. 2004),
several drugs that bind to the DAT were substituted for cocaine in rhesus monkeys
trained to SA drugs under a second-order schedule of reinforcement. These same
drugs were also tested for their ability to decrease cocaine SA. In a final experiment, DAT occupancy was measured by administering behaviorally active doses
during a PET study with the DAT ligand [18F]FECNT. These investigators found
that selective DAT inhibitors required high DAT occupancy (between 50% and
90%) to reduce cocaine SA and to function as reinforcers; such information will be
critical for the development of long-acting compounds that reduce cocaine abuse
and that have low abuse liability.
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2.3 Models of Abstinence and Relapse
The previous sections have documented a relationship between D2-like receptor
availability and vulnerability and changes during chronic cocaine exposure.
Of critical relevance is whether these changes in D2-like receptor availability persist
during abstinence. Volkow et al. (1993), using [18F]NMSP, reported significantly
lower D2-like binding potentials in abstinent cocaine abusers compared to control
subjects. These investigators were only able to examine abstinence periods up to
4 months; all subjects had relapsed by then. Although it would be several years later
before a potential inverse relationship between D2-like receptor availability and
vulnerability would be identified, the authors speculated that it was possible the
lower D2-like receptor measures during abstinence were due to a predisposition of
individuals with low D2-like receptor availability to use cocaine, rather than a
consequence of chronic cocaine exposure. The studies described in the previous two
sections indicate that low D2-like receptor availability increases vulnerability to
use drugs and that chronic cocaine use further decreases D2-like receptor function
(in males). The use of NHPs has allowed for long-term study of SA and permits the
study of abstinence beyond the 4 months reported in human cocaine abusers.
Nader et al. (2006) examined recovery of D2-like receptor availability in male
rhesus monkeys that had been self-administering cocaine. In one study, short
access to cocaine reduced D2-like receptor availability, but recovery occurred in
all monkeys within 1–3 weeks. Five animals were studied in abstinence after
1 year of cocaine SA; D2-like receptor availability was reduced by *20% in all
monkeys. For three monkeys, there was complete recovery of [18F]FCP signal
within 3 months of abstinence. However, in two monkeys, there was no recovery
of D2-like receptor availability after 1 year of abstinence. There were no differences in the amount of cocaine self-administered over the 1 year or in the rate of
cocaine SA between monkeys that showed D2-like receptor recovery and those
that did not. However, there were subtle behavioral differences that may have
predicted a lack of recovery (see Nader et al. 2006). The main point is that the
combination of behavioral pharmacology and PET imaging provided novel and
important information that may guide future research into environmental and/or
pharmacological modifications of D2-like receptor availability.

3 Functional Sequelae of Cocaine Administration
3.1 Blood Flow and Metabolic Responses to Cocaine-Related
Stimuli
Physiological and functional changes can be measured via PET in response to
environmental (e.g., conditioned stimuli) or pharmacological (e.g., cocaine)
challenges that may contribute to repeated drug use, cognitive decline and relapse.
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Howell et al. (2001) trained drug-na€ıve rhesus monkeys to lie still in a head and
body restraint system to allow examination of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the
awake, unstressed condition. An acute non-contingent cocaine injection increased
cerebral blood flow primarily in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), in a dosedependent manner, measured with [15O]H2O-PET (Howell et al. 2002). Further,
pretreatment with the SERT inhibitor alaproclate blocked the cocaine-induced
elevation in CBF (Howell et al. 2002).
Using a within-subject design and FDG-PET, Henry et al. (2010) examined the
effects of a single non-contingent cocaine dose compared to saline, on glucose
metabolism prior to and following a history of cocaine SA in rhesus monkeys. In this
study, cocaine-induced elevations in glucose metabolism were restricted to the PFC
in cocaine-na€ıve monkeys. Following 60 sessions of limited access (1 h) cocaine SA,
the same non-contingent cocaine injection increased glucose metabolism in the PFC
and also striatum (primarily dorsal striatum). Following an additional 60 sessions of
extended access (4 h) cocaine SA, cocaine increased glucose metabolism throughout
the PFC and striatum. This pattern of activation was diminished following 1 month
of cocaine abstinence, compared to the response in the cocaine-na€ıve state. This
study showed a progressive expansion of cocaine’s effects from cortical to mesolimbic regions with extended access to cocaine in a pattern similar to studies using the
[14C]-deoxyglucose autoradiographic technique (2DG method; see Porrino et al.
2007 for review). However, FDG-PET revealed progressive increases in glucose
metabolism following non-contingent cocaine exposure, whereas results from 2DG
studies showed progressive decreases in these dopaminergic-rich brain regions. The
differences in directional effects may be due to differences in reinforcement schedule,
dose, or timing of drug administration and data collection between studies.
While the previous studies examined non-contingent administration of cocaine,
similar activation patterns were shown when rhesus monkeys were allowed to selfadminister cocaine during PET image acquisition (Howell et al. 2010). In addition
to the PFC and striatum the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) was metabolically
more active following cocaine SA, a region widely shown to be hypoactive during
executive function tasks in recent cocaine users (e.g., Bolla et al. 2004; Hester and
Garavan 2004; Kubler et al. 2005; Tomasi et al. 2007a, b). Further, when saline
was substituted for cocaine during a subsequent PET scan such that only the
conditioned stimuli (e.g., lights) were present, activation of the dorsomedial PFC
was still present. Brain activation patterns in these NHP studies utilizing awake
PET imaging during cocaine SA or extinction conditions are similar to those
induced by acute cocaine injections (Breiter et al. 1997) or cocaine-related visual
cues (e.g., Wilcox et al. 2011) in humans measured with functional MRI. Such
functional responses to drug-related cues are in part attributed to increased DA
release determined via displacement of [11C]-raclopride and PET imaging in
humans (Volkow et al. 2006). These studies present a neurobiological mechanism
underlying drug stimuli-induced craving that may contribute to compulsive drug
use and relapse in humans. PET studies in NHPs may be utilized to assess novel,
putative pharmacotherapies to block the CNS response to cocaine-related stimuli
during abstinence to aid in relapse prevention.
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FDG-PET can also be used to examine the effects of various environmental
influences on drug-related behavior. For example, preliminary FDG-PET data from
our laboratory have shown that glucose metabolism is differentially altered following
a stressful encounter with an unknown monkey based on social rank. Dominant
monkeys showed increased glucose metabolism in mesocorticolimbic regions and
chose fewer cocaine injections and more food pellets in a food-drug choice procedure
following this encounter, whereas their subordinate counterparts showed reduced
metabolism in mesolimbic regions and an increased preference for cocaine. This
model can be used to assess neurobiological differences influencing subsequent
behavior based on different environmental histories.

3.2 Models of Cognitive Decline
One of the hallmark consequences of cocaine addiction is a disruption of cognitive
behavior. In human cocaine users, fMRI studies complement PET studies and have
provided new opportunities to examine specific brain function underlying cognitive tasks. Recent fMRI studies have shown differences associated with impaired
executive function compared to control groups across cognitive domains such as
behavioral inhibition, cognitive flexibility, updating or working memory, and
measures of impulsivity (Fillmore and Rush 2002; Bolla et al. 2004; Hester and
Garavan 2004; Goldstein et al. 2007, 2010; Woicik et al. 2011). Despite strong
evidence supporting cocaine-induced cognitive impairments, studies cannot discount cognitive predispositions such as heightened impulsivity or risk-taking
behavior that may lead to drug use.
Recent studies have used FDG-PET to identify the substrates underlying cognitive behavior. For example, Porrino et al. (2005) used a delay match-to-sample
(DMS) task as a measure of working memory in NHPs. In this task monkeys
are shown a ‘sample’ image followed by a delay of varying length (1–30 s). The
monkeys are then shown an array of 2–8 images from which they must ‘match’
the one from the sample phase of the task for a juice reward. The task ranges in
difficulty with short intervals and a small number of images during the match
phase (low cognitive load) to long intervals with a high number of images (high
cognitive load). Performance was associated with increases in glucose utilization
in the hippocampal region, dorsal striatum, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
When cocaine was substituted for juice as the reward, there was a dose-dependent
decline in performance particularly in high-load trials that was associated with
increased activation in the dorsolateral PFC. The basis for the increased activation
was a disruption in the firing patterns of dorsolateral PFC neurons recorded in the
same animals under the same conditions (Hampson et al. 2011).
NHPs can be trained to perform tasks probing specific cognitive domains
known to be impaired in human cocaine users. Following establishment of a
stable cognitive baseline, cocaine SA can be initiated. The effects of acute and
chronic drug exposure, or abstinence from cocaine on cognitive performance can
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be systematically examined, controlling for both intake and duration. Cocaine SA
in monkeys brought about impairments in stimulus discrimination and reversal
learning, response inhibition, measures of impulsivity, and working memory (Liu
et al. 2008, 2009; Porter et al. 2011). In another paradigm of similar design, sleep
deprivation impaired percent accuracy on a DMS task and was accompanied by
reductions in glucose metabolism in working memory-related cortical areas (Porrino
et al. 2005). Administration of the ampakine, CX717 or orexin-A attenuated the
deleterious effects of sleep deprivation on both percent accuracy and glucose
metabolism (Porrino et al. 2005; Deadwyler et al. 2007; Hampson et al. 2009).
Putative cognitive enhancers aimed to attenuate cocaine-induced hypoactive brain
function are also being tested in monkeys and humans. For example, recent cocaine
users showed deficits in an attention task and showed lower activation within the ACC
compared to controls (Goldstein et al. 2010). Following administration of methylphenidate, ACC activity and percent accuracy improved, demonstrating the attenuation of functional alterations underlying cognitive deficits via a pharmacological
treatment. The generalizability of methylphenidate to enhance cocaine-associated
neural and cognitive deficits has yet to be examined across other cognitive domains.

4 Summary
This review has attempted to briefly highlight the use of NHP models of cocaine
addiction and in vivo brain imaging using PET to better understand the neuropharmacology of drug addiction. While we describe key PET studies using DAT
tracers and FDG, the focus on DA D2-like receptors has allowed for an assessment
of a potential trait marker, which was also influenced by environmental, social and
pharmacological variables. D2-like receptor availability influenced vulnerability to
cocaine abuse in a manner that was orderly and quite malleable to environmental
or pharmacological manipulations. Certainly future studies must examine how
other neurotransmitter and neurohormone systems change in concert with brain
DA systems in these NHP models.
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